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Abstract 

 

Chief Engineers and other technical leaders in high-tech companies face increasing 

personal demands as the job becomes more diverse as well as more complex.  To meet 

this challenge, the companies that participate in the Joint Arizona Consortium for 

Manufacturing and Education in Technology (JACMET) have established a training 

certificate program for future Chief Engineers and other technical leaders.  The concept 

and design features were outlined at the ASEE 2004 Conference; this paper describes 

how the structure and content of the program fared after it had been delivered. 

 

The first delivery of each new class was given to a mixed group of peers and typical class 

attendees.  That experience invariably widened the scope and resulted in substantial 

editing to reconcile pressure to include much more material but not extend the total 

course time. 

 

Experience from pilot and full-scale deliveries includes: 

• Diverse companies and participants have a lot in common 

• The challenge is more complex than we thought 

• Clarify factors that are driving change in the JACMET companies 

• The influence of maturity level of the course participants 

• Topics that are filtering through to academic courses. 

Implications for other industry short courses and training programs are also briefly 

considered. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

JACMET (Joint Arizona Consortium for Manufacturing and Education in Technology) is 

a partnership between the large systems companies (Boeing, General Dynamics, 

Honeywell, Motorola and Raytheon) and the universities in Arizona.  The charter is to 

provide training for the member companies by sharing internal resources and also by 

commissioning academic presenters to develop and deliver new course material.  Topics 

are usually focused into 1 or 2-day courses which may then be combined as certificates.   

A certificate typically requires about 100 hours of class time.  In the past 4 years, 

JACMET participants have completed more than 350 certificates.   
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As part of a regular review of requirements, the companies expressed common concerns 

that there was very little appropriate training available to help the cadre of senior 

engineers prepare to move up to the Chief Engineer’s role.  There is no shortage of 

executive and business training opportunities and an equally diverse range of detailed 

technical courses.  However, the perceived need was in the middle ground that combined 

technology with business to build on the hard-won experience of the companies and 

provide effective preparation for the next generation of Chief Engineers.  The challenge 

to JACMET was to develop a Chief Engineer Certificate as the first step in the path to a 

long-term solution.  

 

New JACMET programs are defined and executed by Learning and Competency Teams 

(LCTs) with both academic and industry members.  The Design LCT took on the task to 

realize a Chief Engineer Certificate.  Most companies use some form of phased-gate 

development approach to drive their design process so it was logical to use this as a 

framework for the CE certificate.  After a review of the member company practices, the 

Design LCT adopted a generic 9-step process: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
This 9-step sequence was used as a template for the LCT to build the certificate as a 

product.   It also provided a convenient framework of topics to be covered in the 

constituent courses.   

 

The specification and design process were described in a paper presented to ASEE in 

2004 [1].  In general, it worked well, although with such broad terms of reference, it took 

time to bring out all the issues and translate them into a viable set of courses.  The 

purpose of this paper is to report the next stage of the program - experiences from 

delivery of the courses and how the grand plans stood up to the experience and 

expectations of the customers. 

 

 

1.            Identify customer needs 
2.            Define the design task 
3.            Quantify system specs 
4.            Define major sub-systems 
5.            Launch preliminary design work 
6.            Detailed design work 
7.            First product realization (prototype) 
8.            Series production 
9.       Field support and feedback 

Do we want the business? 

Make the business case 

Did we win? 

Go for it ! 
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2.  Certificate structure and delivery 

 

Every company uses different titles and job function definitions.  The senior engineering 

roles range from individual contributors to managers of large operations.  The job may be 

intensely technical in its depth and detail or may involve coordination over a wide range 

of engineering disciplines.  We developed figure 1 to show the target group for the 

Certificate and the sphere of influence on other senior-level job functions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1:  Target level for the Certificate 

 
The specifications for each course and their inter-relationships for a balanced Certificate 

were considered at length by the LCT.  The new material also had to be balanced against 

proprietary material required within each company.  Content was further tested through a 

series of interviews with chief engineers in each company. 

 

The procedure to launch each course was: 

 

1. Content review by the LCT. 

2. Pilot course given to an invited group of LCT members and typical target 

participants. 

3. Conventional delivery to Certificate candidates. 

 

There was significant adaptation between each of these stages. 

 

The current structure for the Certificate uses 8 courses (figure 2).   
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Figure 2:  Certificate course structure 

 

The biggest departure from the conventional JACMET training format lies in the 

capstone activity.  It is not difficult to find exciting and creative projects that would make 

use of the concepts covered in the program.  However, it is much harder to meet that goal 

with a modest time commitment.  We have therefore elected to employ a reverse 

engineering ploy.  After an introductory requirements review, pairs of engineers select a 

recent chief engineer-level decision within their company and systematically analyze how 

it was made.  This includes interviews with key participants, conformance to procedures 

and appraisal of the contributing factors and constraints.  It requires technical skill and a 

good measure of effective communication and diplomacy – just the outcomes required.  

The company also gains a well-documented review of a high-level decision. 

 

The other course with a novel specification is Decision-oriented Risk Management.  All 

companies have extensive risk assessment procedures as part of their project management 

programs.  This course has a much wider scope and views every decision and every 

activity as having a risk component.  The mitigation process rests heavily on imagination, 

experience and data collection. 

 

 

3.  Outcomes 

 

The certificate has generated a lot of interest in all the participating companies.  With a 

combined payroll with over 12,000 engineers in the participating JACMET companies, 

the program provides an aspirational goal for many as well as meeting unique 

requirements of the more senior members.   

 

Core: •  Role of the Chief Engineer                   2 
•  Systems Engineering                            2 
•  Decision-oriented Risk Management     2 

Requirements Analysis                          2     

Make the Business Case                        1½      

Root Cause Analysis                              1       

Design for Reliability                            1       

Capstone: 
In-company case study analysis                   2 

Class days 
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The success of the program to date lies in the contributions made by all the participants in 

the pilot trials and the first series of deliveries.  However, that statement is also contains 

the seeds of many unexpected difficulties.  Each course gave ample evidence of the 

potential to widen its scope and match the interests of the participants in doing so.  

Although we often claim to be able to control spec inflation, this Certificate is giving a 

classic demonstration of the process and the difficulty in managing it.   

 

Since the course topics deal with broad subjects, the extensive experience of the 

participants substantially enhances the scope of each course as it is being given.  Every 

class has a different and unpredictable mix of technical experts.  Combine that with deep 

problem-solving capabilities and the stimulation of finding kindred souls from other 

companies and we have a recipe for exciting events.  In every class, we have an 

incredible diversity of career experiences combined with shared values, prejudices and 

goals.  The result is that the courses are likely to evolve continuously for many iterations 

of the program. 

 

As a measure of the chief engineer’s job, we defined a few attributes that could be used to 

set the scope and range of personal and technical skills that might be expected in 

successful practitioners.  The list grew steadily throughout the preparation phases and we 

started the Certificate delivery cycle with the following attributes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
A list of this variety is clearly the starting point for lots of discussion.  The combination 

of in-class interviews with current Chiefs, the personal experience of about 40 

participants (to date) - and maybe some folklore - quickly extended the list to that shown 

in figure 3. 

• Able to direct programs by influence 

• Broad technical knowledge 

• Leadership ability  

• Effective with customers  

• Good 360o communication skills 

• Recognized in area of expertise 

• Translate requirements into viable systems 

• In-depth product knowledge 

• Design expertise & experience 

• Incisive decision-making 

• Knowledge of company culture & capabilities 

• Able to create technology roadmaps 

• Technically challenge the technical experts 

• Product liability knowledge  

• A good batting average   
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Figure 3:  Revised attributes list for a chief Engineer 

 

 

 

4.  Future developments 

 

There is a certain irony in proving that the people who steer the technical fortunes of 

major companies should prove so clearly that defining their own jobs is an equally great 

challenge.  Conversely, with a group of experienced and articulate engineers who are 

committed to finding solutions, there are many developments in the pipeline.   Topics 

being advocated for addition to the Certificate include: 

 

• Case studies in top-level systems analysis 

• Management of technical innovation 

• Constructive interaction between engineering, finance and marketing 

• Operate all levels of the business on a global scale 

 

One approach being considered is to create a 2-tier version of the certificate where the 

“tools of the trade” are covered first and then the strategic applications follow.   

• Independent thinker 

• Insatiable curiosity 

• Thirst for knowledge 

• Clear what’s needed 

• Learn fast  

• Manage ambiguity 

• See the gaps 

• Proactive 

• Results by influence 

• Disciplined process 

• Fly high or low  

• Know the difference 

• Learn from the job 

• Broad tech knowledge 

• Recognized expertise 

• Requirements � projects 

• In-depth knowledge 

• Current design expertise 

• Know company culture 

• Develop tech roadmaps 

• Lead technical experts 

• Product liability knowledge 

• Quantify risk 

• A good batting average   

• Define “enough” 

• Leadership ability  

• Navigate the corp. 

• Customer rapport 

• 360o contacts 

• External recognition 

• Reqs � systems 

• Product knowledge 

• Incisive decisions 

• Work with culture 

• Explain roadmaps 

• Defend product 

• Tech champion 

• Risk �  metrics 

• Shelter – then fix 

• Competitive solutions 

Personal Technical Operational 
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There is also the opportunity to offer the courses at locations of the participating 

companies outside Arizona as well as selectively to customers and suppliers (figure 4).  

However, the essence of the program is to stimulate interactions between the participants 

and to build on their experience.  As a result, most of the program in its present form will 

not translate easily into a distance-learning format. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4:  Possible evolution paths 

 

The other interesting evolution path is to transfer some of the course materials into the 

universities.   Some of the individual topics such as the Business Case, Root Cause 

Analysis and Reliability are already in use and are significantly enhanced by all the 

examples that emerge from the JACMET courses.  The more strategic methodologies 

(Requirements, Systems Engineering and Decision-oriented Risk) have more potential to 

impact academic administration as it struggles to manage the world of continuous 

improvement that accompanies the ABET outcomes-based procedures. 
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